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Using differential geometry to describe 3-D folds
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Abstract

We provide methods to objectively characterize 3-D folds and present applications for different fold types at varying scales and formed in
different tectonic settings. Algorithms based on differential geometry quantify all geometric aspects of the surfaces. The geologic curvature clas-
sification defines the shape and orientation of points on the folded surface. The curvature threshold introduces a method to extract geologically
significant aspects of fold shape by disregarding curvature magnitudes less than a certain value. This permits the evaluation of the cylindricity of
the folded surface at particular points.
� 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Folds and the mechanics of folding have attracted the atten-
tion of structural geologists for over a century (e.g., Gilpin,
1883; Cloos, 1936; Ramberg, 1961; Ramsay, 1967; Stearns,
1969; Johnson, 1977; Davis, 1979; Treagus and Treagus,
1981; Suppe, 1983; Dunne, 1986; Ramsay and Huber, 1987;
Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990; Johnson and Fletcher, 1994;
Bobillo-Ares et al., 2000; Maxelon and Mancktelow, 2005).
A necessary first step of such an investigation is a description
of the fold geometry, whether as a constraint for kinematic tec-
tonic reconstruction or to prescribe boundary conditions on
models examining the mechanics of folding. Particularly given
the increase in the availability and use of 3-D data sets, such as
light detection and ranging (LiDAR), global positioning sys-
tems (GPS), 3-D seismic reflection and 3-D scanning, new
tools are needed to rigorously quantify both measured and
modeled geometries.
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We suggest that the application of differential geometry to
geologic surfaces provides these new tools. Differential geom-
etry is a mathematical framework for the quantitative descrip-
tion of curves and surfaces (e.g., Struik, 1961; Lipschultz,
1969; Stoker, 1969). By using differential geometry to calcu-
late surface normal and tangent vectors, and the spatial rates of
change of these quantities, mathematically rigorous geometric
descriptions of geologic structures can be obtained, including
various measurements of surface curvature. These complete
descriptions supplant 2-D approximations based on assump-
tions of fold cylindricity and classical analysis techniques
based on strike and dip measurements across a fold as plotted
on a stereographic projection.

Curvature computations have been employed by structural
geologists to describe the geometry of folded surfaces (e.g.,
Bengtson, 1981; Lisle, 1992; Lisle and Robinson, 1995; Rob-
erts, 2001; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003; Bergbauer et al.,
2003; Lisle and Fernández Martı́nez, 2005; Pearce et al.,
2006), to quantify the degree of deformation or strain in
deformed strata (e.g., Bevis, 1986; Ekman, 1988; Lisle, 1994;
Nothard et al., 1996; Samson and Mallet, 1997; Wynn and
Stewart, 2005), and to predict fracture orientations and densi-
ties in bent strata (e.g., Murray, 1968; Thomas et al., 1974;
Lisle, 1994; Fischer and Wilkerson, 2000; Hennings et al.,
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2000; Bergbauer 2002). We expand upon this research and in-
troduce a new computational tool to aid in the structural anal-
ysis of folds.

2. Differential geometry and curvature

2.1. The first and second fundamental forms

Two partial differential equations define the so-called first
and second fundamental forms of differential geometry and
uniquely determine how to measure lengths, areas and angles
on a surface and how to describe the shape of a parameterized
surface in 3-D Euclidean space (Lipschultz, 1969, p. 171).
Several explanations and derivations of these quantities focus-
ing on applications to geologic surfaces exist, including Berg-
bauer and Pollard (2003), Pollard and Fletcher (2005), Pearce
et al. (2006) and references therein, so only a brief treatment is
given here.

Natural surfaces may be idealized either by continuous
functions, or by samples at points on irregular (geologic) or
regular (seismic or scanned) grids. If z(u,v) is a single-valued
continuous function or a set of discrete elevation measure-
ments with respect to the (u,v)-parameter plane, the surface
or patch of the surface can be defined as:

*
xðu; vÞ ¼ ubex þ vbeyþ zðu; vÞbez ð1Þ

Here
*
x is the position vector of every point on the surface,

u and v are two independent parameters in the horizontal param-
eter plane and (bex;bey;bez) are the respective unit vectors in the
directions of the Cartesian coordinate system axes (x,y,z).
Eq. (1) is the parametric form of the geologic surfaces consid-
ered here.

We consider
*
x to be a continuous function of u and v with

well defined partial derivatives:

*
xu ¼

v
*
x

vu
;
*
xv ¼

v
*
x

vv
: ð2Þ

Because
*
x ¼ *

xðu; vÞ, the differential d
*
x is defined:

d
*
x¼*xuduþ*xvdv ð3Þ

Geometrically, d
*
x is a differential vector quantity that is tan-

gent to the surface in the direction defined by du and dv, and
d
*
x is the key to the first fundamental form (I). I is the inner

product of d
*
x with itself (Lipschultz, 1969):

I¼ d
*
x,d

*
x¼ ð*xuduþ*xvdvÞ,ð*xuduþ*xvdvÞ

¼ ð*xu,*xuÞdu2 þ 2ð*xu,*xvÞdudvþ ð*xv,
*
xvÞdv2

¼ Edu2þ 2FdudvþGdv2 ð4Þ

Here E, F and G are the first fundamental coefficients. The
coefficients have some remarkable properties, and can be used
for the calculation of angles, distances, and areas on the surface
(Eq. (1)) (Pollard and Fletcher, 2005).
The key to the second fundamental form, II, is the unit normal
vector bN to a surface:

bN¼ *
xu �*xv

j*xu �*xvj
;
��bN��¼ 1 ð5Þ

The change in orientation of bN in a particular direction is
related to the shape of the surface and is measured by the differ-
ential of:

dbN¼ bNuduþ bNvdv ð6Þ

The second fundamental form quantifies the spatial rate of
change of bN in any direction as defined by d

*
x at a point on

the surface by taking the inner product of these two differen-
tial vectors.

II¼�d
*
x,dbN¼�ð*xuduþ*xvdvÞ,

�bNuduþ bNvdv
�

¼�
�*

xu,bNu

�
du2� 2

�*
xu,bNvþ*xv,bNu

�
dudv�

�*
xv,bNv

�
dv2

¼ Ldu2þ 2MdudvþNdv2 ð7Þ

Here the negative sign is by convention and L, M and N are the
second fundamental coefficients which can be used to charac-
terize the local shape of the folded surface as elliptic (dome
or basin), parabolic (cylindrical fold) or hyperbolic (saddle)
(Pollard and Fletcher, 2005). The ratio of fundamental forms
II/I defines the normal curvature in all directions at any point
on the surface.

2.2. Normal curvature of a surface

The concept of curvature, while intuitive for a plane curve
(the reciprocal of the radius of curvature), requires a more
comprehensive definition for a surface. Through a point on
a surface any number of curves may be drawn with each hav-
ing a different curvature at the point. The curvatures discussed
here are normal curvatures,

*
k, or those corresponding to

curves on the surface whose curvature vectors are parallel to
the normal vectors of the surface (Bergbauer and Pollard,
2003). The magnitude of the normal curvature is the scalar
curvature k. The example of the half-cylinder (Fig. 1) shows
that at a particular point on the surface, the scalar curvature
can have different values depending on direction. For example,
in the direction of the half-cylinder’s axis (parallel to x), the
surface has zero scalar curvature, k ¼ 0. This is the smallest
curvature value at any point on the surface, and therefore k ¼
kmin in this direction. For a curve on the half-cylinder’s surface
parallel to the ( y,z) plane, the cylinder has uniform scalar curva-
ture. In fact this curvature is the greatest possible on the surface,
so that k ¼ kmax in this direction. These extreme values are
called the principal curvatures. For a curve on the surface not
in one of these directions, the scalar curvature is greater than
kmin and less than kmax (Fig. 1).

Following the method of Pearce et al. (2006), the orienta-
tions and magnitudes of the principle curvatures may be calcu-
lated using the first and second fundamental coefficients
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Fig. 1. Half-cylinder of radius R. The scalar curvature values at a point on the surface are shown for various directions.
(Henderson, 1998). At each grid point where these values are
known two matrices are created, the matrix of the first funda-
mental form:

I¼
�

E F
F G

�
ð8Þ

and the matrix of the second fundamental form:

II¼
�

L M
M N

�
ð9Þ

From these the so-called shape operator may be calculated:

L¼ I�1II ð10Þ

where I�1 is the inverse of the matrix I.
The magnitudes of the principle curvatures at the given

point are the eigenvalues of L while the orientations of the
principle curvatures in the parameter plane are the associated
eigenvectors of L. The author’s MATLAB codes for the calcu-
lations in this paper are available at: http://pangea.stanford.
edu/projects/structural_geology/chapters/chapter03/index.html.

In the case of the half-cylinder kmax is the reciprocal of the
radius R of the cylinder (Fig. 1), and in general the radius of
curvature and scalar curvature are related as R ¼ 1=k.

The radius of curvature is an insightful measure of the cur-
vature of a surface in a particular direction. While the radius of
curvature has units of length (m), the units of curvature are
inverse length (m�1). For the rest of this paper, measurements
of curvature are given first followed by the associated radius of
curvature in parentheses. Because such distinctions are useful
in a geologic context, convex upward surfaces have arbitrarily
been assigned positive curvature values and concave upward
surfaces are assigned negative values.

2.3. Geologic curvature and the curvature threshold

One measure of curvature already used to some extent in
geologic applications (Lisle, 1994; Bergbauer, 2002; Mallet,
2002) is the Gaussian curvature kG ¼ kminkmax. If the Gaussian
curvature equals zero at a point, then at least one of the prin-
cipal curvatures must be zero. If only one principal curvature
is zero, the surface locally is cylindrically shaped and is either
synformal or antiformal. If both principal curvatures are zero,
the surface is locally planar. If kG < 0, then the signs of the
two principal curvatures are opposite, and the surface locally
forms a saddle. If kG > 0, then the two principal curvatures
have the same sign and the surface at this point will have a lo-
cal extremum, making it either a dome or basin.

In a geologic context, it is often important to indicate the ori-
entation of a structure, e.g. basin versus dome. We therefore in-
troduce the concept of geologic curvature, which expands upon
the classification schemes of Roberts (2001) and Bergbauer
(2002) by including variously oriented saddles as suggested
by Lisle (2004, figure 3.17). The orientation of a point can be de-
termined using the mean curvature, kM ¼ ðkmin þ kmaxÞ=2. By
defining the Gaussian and mean curvatures at a point on
a surface, the shape and orientation can be described (Lisle
and Toimil, unpublished). Fig. 2 shows the geologic curvature
classification scheme for points on a surface as a function of the
mean and Gaussian curvature. For the half-cylinder (Fig. 1) the
Gaussian and mean curvatures are kG ¼ ð0Þð1=RÞ ¼ 0 and kM ¼
ð1=2Þð0þ 1=RÞ > 0. Using the geologic curvature classifica-
tion, the half-cylinder is an antiform. This scheme is congruous
with and complementary to the more mathematically oriented
one presented by Lisle and Toimil (unpublished), wherein the
domes and basins of Fig. 2 are classified as synclastic antiforms
and synforms respectively and the antiformal and synformal
saddles are classified as anticlastic antiforms and synforms
respectively.

The geologic curvature classification differs from that of
Lisle and Toimil (unpublished) by including idealized forms,
such as the cylindrical antiform and synform, the plane and the
perfect saddle (Fig. 2). These shapes are in fact non-existent
in geologic data sets, as they require at least one principal
curvature to precisely equal zero. Measurement error and the
inherent irregularity of geologic surfaces preclude this possi-
bility, although geologists often approximate folds as cylindri-
cal to simplify description and analysis, knowing such perfect
shapes do not exist. However, it is useful to approximate some
geologic surfaces as idealized, or to quantify how far a geo-
logic surface is from the ideal.

To allow for and quantify these approximations we utilize the
curvature threshold, kt, introduced by Bergbauer (2002). This
threshold specifies an absolute curvature value below which cal-
culated principal curvatures of either sign are set to zero, thereby
allowing the classification of ‘‘idealized’’ shapes. A 2-D demon-
stration of this process is shown for the example of the parabola
y ¼ x2 with arbitrary units of meters (Fig. 3). As x goes to infin-
ity, so do y and the radius of curvature R, making k¼�1=R go to
0 (note the curvature is negative).

http://pangea.stanford.edu/projects/structural_geology/chapters/chapter03/index.html
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Fig. 2. Geologic curvature classification. The geologic curvature of a point on a surface can be determined from the Gaussian (kG) and mean kM curvatures at the

point. The color code is used throughout the paper. Modified from Roberts (2001) and Bergbauer (2002).
By specifying kt, sections of the parabola can be defined as
having zero curvature for subsequent analyses or calculations.
For kt ¼ 0.1 m�1, all locations on the parabola with jkj <
0:1 m�1 (R > 8.8 m) are assigned a curvature of zero (light

Fig. 3. Application of the curvature threshold kt to the parabola y ¼ x2. Light

grey sections of the curve are treated as linear when kt ¼ 0:1 m�1 and dark

grey are treated as linear when kt ¼ 0:5 m�1. In both cases the black section

retains its curvature values.
grey) and treated mathematically as linear. This isolates the
sections of the parabola with greater curvature (dark grey and
black) and continues to consider them parabolically curved.
Making a greater approximation and setting kt ¼ 0.5 m�1 as-
signs sections of the parabola with jkj < 0:5m�1 (R > 1.9 m)
curvature values of zero. With this approximation all light
and dark grey sections are treated as linear. For a surface, this
process can be used to define points as synformal, antiformal
and planar.

In order to approximate geologic surfaces as perfect saddles
(Fig. 2), a similar algorithm is applied. Recall that saddles
have principal curvatures kmin and kmax of opposite signs,
and a perfect saddle would have kmin ¼ �kmax, or kM ¼ 0.
The principal curvature values will never be of equal magni-
tude for geologic surfaces, but may be close enough to warrant
this approximation. Idealized perfect saddles can therefore be
specified at points where the sum jkmin þ kmaxj falls below kt.

3. Description of an anticlinal surface using
differential geometry

3.1. Description of field area and creation of
surface model

Sheep Mountain anticline is a doubly plunging asymmetric
fold located near Greybull, Wyoming (Forster et al., 1996;
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Hennier and Spang, 1983; Savage and Cooke, 2004). The fold
hinge trends NW-SE, parallel to the eastern edge of the Big-
horn Basin. The NE forelimb is considerably steeper than
the backlimb, and in places is vertical to slightly overturned
(Bellahsen et al., 2006). A river cut perpendicular to the fold
axis provides a natural cross-section and exposes sedimentary
rock units aged from Mississippian to Paleocene (Thomas,
1965). The fold is interpreted to be the result of movement
along an underlying thrust fault resulting from Laramide com-
pression (Stanton and Erslev, 2004).

Forster et al. (1996) created a structure contour map of the
base of the Jurassic Sundance Formation which Bellahsen
et al., (2006) used to build a 3-D model of the Sheep Mountain
anticline by scanning and digitizing the map using Gocad, cre-
ating w850,000 unevenly spaced points. From these data we
selected a smaller subset, limited to the NW nose of the
fold, and extracted and linearly interpolated them to a 50 m
grid, creating a data set of 4641 x, y and z points in
a w3 � 5 km area. In order to examine the overall geometry
of the fold and remove minor inaccuracies created by the dig-
itizing process, a spectral filtering technique was employed to
remove local surface undulations (Bergbauer et al., 2003).
Using this method, all wavelengths shorter than 500 m were
removed from the model surface. The final model (Fig. 4)
shows the steep forelimb, tight hinge area, a shallower back-
limb with several undulations parallel to the fold hinge and
a tight synclinal flexure in front of the forelimb.

3.2. Geometric description and analysis of fold model

After creating the surface, the coefficients of the first (I) and
second (II) fundamental forms were calculated at each grid
point. These values quantify all geometric aspects of the fold
model (Lipschultz, 1969; Pollard and Fletcher, 2005). Here we
use these coefficients to calculate curvatures at each point on
the model surface using Eq. (10) and examine their spatial
variations.

Fig. 4a shows the distribution of maximum curvature
(kmax). The anticlinal fold hinge is clearly visible as the red
area of elevated kmax. Note that while the fold hinge (the
line connecting points of greatest maximum curvature on
serial cross sections (Marshak and Mitra, 1988) and the struc-
tural high or crest line of the fold are sub-parallel, they are
not coincident. Values of kmax vary from 9.4 � 10�3 m�1
Fig. 4. Principal curvature magnitudes and directions draped on 3-D Sheep Mountain Anticline model, with magnitudes shown by colors, directions indicted by

black tic marks. (a) Magnitudes and directions of kmax. Note difference between hinge line (dashed black line) determined from curvature magnitude and crest line

(solid black line) determined from elevation values. (b) Magnitudes and directions of kmin.
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(107 m) to �1.0 � 10�2 m�1 (�100 m). These correspond to
points in the anticlinal and synclinal flexures respectively.
The orientations of kmax are displayed as black tick marks
across the model surface. Near the anticlinal hinge these vec-
tors are sub-perpendicular to the hinge line, suggesting that the
hinge is locally approximately cylindrical. The undulations on
the backlimb sub-parallel to the hinge display similar elevated
values and sub-perpendicular orientations of kmax. The orienta-
tions of kmax in the forelimb are sub-parallel to the hinge, im-
plying that undulations along the strike are greater than
variations in curvature perpendicular to the hinge. The orien-
tations of kmax elsewhere on the fold reflect minor undulations
superimposed upon the overall fold geometry.

Fig. 4b shows the minimum curvature (kmin), and the most
obvious feature is the blue area of high magnitude negative
curvature corresponding to the synclinal flexure at the base
of the forelimb. Here, similar to the anticlinal hinge, the orien-
tations of kmin are sub-perpendicular to the synclinal hinge,
again suggesting the synclinal area is locally approximately
cylindrical. At the anticlinal hinge, the orientations of kmin

are parallel to the hinge line and perpendicular to the orienta-
tions of kmax. Values of kmin range from �1.0 � 10�2 m�1

(�100 m) to 1.0 � 10�3 m�1 (1000 m) with the most negative
values corresponding to the synclinal flexure.
While it appears that the anticlinal and synclinal hinges are
locally approximately cylindrical, it is evident that these por-
tions of the fold are not cylindrical. In order for a folded sur-
face to be ideally cylindrical, principal curvatures oriented
parallel to the hinge line must be zero at each point, so
a fold axis can be defined. It is evident that this requirement
is not met for either hinge.

By using the concept of geologic curvature and implement-
ing the curvature threshold (kt), one can examine how far a sur-
face departs from the cylindrical idealization. Fig. 5a shows
the geologic curvature calculated across the surface with
kt ¼ 0, so no principal curvatures are approximated as zero. Us-
ing the color code of Fig. 2, areas on the surface are identified
as domes, basins, and antiformal and synformal saddles. As no
principal curvatures are set to zero, no cylindrical or planar
points appear. The anticlinal hinge of the fold and the sub-
parallel undulations on the backlimb are identified as convex
up domes and antiformal saddles, while the synclinal hinge
is composed of basins and synformal saddles. By setting
kt ¼ 1 � 10�4 m�1 (10,000 m), small principal curvatures are
approximated as 0. The result is shown in Fig. 5b, where the
surface has small areas composed of cylindrical points. These
are located along lines separating various non-cylindrical
patches of the surface and in effect demarcate the ‘‘transition
Fig. 5. Geologic curvature plotted on the Sheep Mountain Anticline model with varying values of the curvature threshold kt. Colors correspond to Fig. 2.
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lines’’ at the intersection of these areas. For example, the
points that mark the transition from dome to antiformal saddle
are specified as antiformal and the points along the transition
from basin to synformal saddle are synformal (see Lisle and
Toimil, unpublished). Additionally, local perfect saddles are
present at some points where antiformal and synformal saddles
intersect.

By increasing kt to 5 � 10�4 m�1 (2000 m) and then to
1 � 10�3 m�1 (1000 m), increasingly larger areas of contigu-
ous cylindrical and planar points appear (Fig. 5c,d). The small-
est absolute principal curvature value on the fold model is
5.3 � 10�8 m�1 (1.9 � 107 m), so approximately five orders
of magnitude of principal curvature values have been set to
zero at this threshold. The anticlinal hinge and adjacent back-
limb undulations are composed almost entirely of antiformal
points and the synclinal hinge is composed primarily of syncli-
nal points. Both limbs are approximated as composed predom-
inately of planar points.

It is important to note that while individual points may be
approximated as cylindrical or planar, this does not indicate
that the surrounding surface is approximately cylindrical or
planar in these areas. For example, while individual points
classified as antiformal have one principal curvature equal to
zero (Fig. 5d), the other principal curvature may not be equal
to those at adjacent points parallel to the fold hinge, a require-
ment for cylindrical surfaces. Similarly, while individual
points classified as planar have both principal curvatures equal
to zero (Fig. 5d), adjacent planar points may not lie in the
same plane.

Bellahsen et al. (2006) compared fracture characteristics at
Sheep Mountain Anticline to the distribution of curvature
across the fold. They found a fold hinge parallel, bed perpen-
dicular fracture set generally confined to the high curvature
hinge area and used this correlation to infer that the fold
evolved with a fixed hinge, and that the fractures were induced
by the high degree of folding related deformation in the hinge.
Additionally, by examining the distribution of curvature, they
found that where the set existed slightly outside the hinge area
in the backlimb, curvature values were still relatively high and
supported their hypothesis of bending induced fracturing.

4. Description of a dome-and-basin surface using
differential geometry

4.1. Surface processing

A 3-D depth migrated seismic reflector from the North Sea
(Bergbauer et al., 2003) is used to test the applicability of the
tools of differential geometry for the quantitative description
of non-cylindrical geological surfaces (Fig. 6). The horizon
was exported from seismic interpretation software using
a 25 m grid spacing, which amounts to w129,520 grid points.
Again, the surface was smoothed to eliminate undesired fault
traces and data acquisition noise by removing spatial wave-
lengths of <2000 m (Bergbauer et al., 2003). This process
left the large scale structure of the horizon which consists of
a central dome surrounded by smaller basins and domes
separated by saddles. The central dome is about 6 km in
diameter, and rises w150e230 m above the surrounding level
of the horizon.

4.2. Geometric description using differential geometry

The maximum principal curvature (kmax) is positive on the
crest and flanks of the domal structure while around the base
of the dome the minimum principal curvature (kmin) is consis-
tently negative (Fig. 6). At most locations on the dome crest,
the signs of the two principal curvatures are positive, which is
the expected signature for domal structures. Differences
between the two principal curvature magnitudes at some loca-
tions on the dome are small compared to the differences
observed on the anticlinal and synclinal hinges of the Sheep
Mountain anticline (Fig. 4), suggesting that parts of the
dome are nearly spherically shaped. Where the dome turns lat-
erally into saddle shaped areas, the differences between the
two principal curvatures increases. Similar patterns are found
between smaller dome-and-basin structures to the north and
south of the central dome. Two individual crestal areas show-
ing elevated kmax separate a smaller basinal structure located to
the west of the central dome.

Calculated geologic curvature (Fig. 7a) identifies the loca-
tions of the domes and basins on the horizon which are con-
nected by saddles. In this figure the curvature threshold (kt)
is set to 1.5 � 10�6 m�1 (666,667 m), and therefore small
areas of contiguous cylindrical points emerge along the transi-
tion lines between areas of non-cylindrical points. However,
the surface generally contains no large areas containing cylin-
drical points, because neither principal curvature is close to
zero over most of the horizon.

In contrast to the modeled surface of Sheep Mountain an-
ticline (Fig. 5), the horizon from the North Sea does not de-
compose into extensive areas of cylindrical points when the
threshold curvature is increased to kt ¼ 7� 10�5 m�1

(14,285 m), representing approximately five orders of magni-
tude above the smallest absolute principal curvature value of
1:0� 10�10 m�1 (1:0� 109 m). Rather the pattern remains
a patchwork of various antiformal, synformal and planar
points (Fig. 7b). The crest of the dome is primarily composed
of antiformal points; points to the north and the west are pri-
marily planar; and points to the east and the south are primar-
ily antiformal and synformal. Several areas of contiguous
saddle points remain where the areas composed of cylindrical
points intersect. Although not shown here, upon setting kt ¼
1:5� 10�4 m�1 (6667 m), most of the horizon is approxi-
mated by a plane. As anticipated the geometry of this
dome and basin horizon from the North Sea does not reduce
to a cylindrical shape, and it is evident that meaningful
interpretations of geologic surfaces requires appropriate
values of kt.

Only those areas where both principal curvatures are posi-
tive can form a four-way closure and accumulate fluids; these
areas have positive Gaussian and mean curvatures, and are
therefore shaped like domes (Fig. 7). Additionally, a dome
can only act as a trap if it contains a horizontal point, i.e.
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Fig. 6. Principal curvature magnitudes for 3-D depth migrated, seismically mapped horizon from the North Sea. (a) Maximum principal curvature, kmax mapped

onto oblique 3-D view of the horizon. (b) Minimum principal curvature, kmin. White lines are elevation contours.
a location where the plane tangent to the surface at the point is
horizontal. The relative position of the horizontal point within
the domal area provides a rough estimate of its trapping capac-
ity: if the horizontal point is located near the edge of the domal
area (e.g. the left or right half of a sphere), only small amounts
of fluids can be trapped compared to a horizontal point located
in the center of the domal area (e.g. the top half of a sphere).
After calculating shape-curvature, domal areas containing hor-
izontal points can be located and indicate areas of four-way
closure that can trap fluids. The large dome in the North Sea
structure is such an area and the horizontal point in it is cen-
trally located and shown by black X’s (Fig. 7).

The next step is to find the locations of spillpoints where
fluids can escape from the area of four-way closure. These
locations have negative Gaussian curvature and are defined
as saddles. Within a particular saddle, the point at which
leakage from the adjacent dome can occur is a horizontal
point. Using this criterion, three possible spillpoints for
the central dome exist. The correct spillpoint is the one of
highest elevation as fluids will leak from it before they
reach the lower ones. For the central dome this spillpoint
is marked by red X’s in Fig. 7. The volume of the dome
above the elevation of the spillpoint determines the total
possible volume of the reservoir. The trapped volume
(including both rock and pores) under the dome is
8:44e8 m3 (134.2 million barrels). An upper limit of trapped
fluids can be calculated from this volume given the average
porosity.
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Fig. 7. Geologic curvature calculations for the North Sea horizon with varying values of the curvature threshold kt. Colors indicate the local shape of the surface as

in Fig. 2. Black X’s denote location of horizontal point in a domal area of four-way closure. Red X’s in saddles denote location of uppermost spillpoint for the large

dome. White lines are elevation contours.
5. Discussion

While many existing methods to describe folded surfaces
assume cylindricity and/or symmetry of the structure, differen-
tial geometry admits the quantitative description of any fold
shape, regardless of its symmetry and spatial variations. A
folded surface is completely described by the two fundamental
forms of differential geometry, and various useful quantities,
including arc lengths and normal curvatures, can be calculated
from these. Additionally, the geologic curvature classification
allows the identification and visualization of the shape and ori-
entation of points and areas on geologic surfaces. This method
segregates surfaces into areas of structural similarity and
facilitates the multi-scale comparison of structural shape
(e.g. antiformal saddle) to structural characteristics (e.g. frac-
ture density). Finally, application of the curvature threshold
quantifies the degree to which a point on a surface departs
from an ‘‘idealized’’ planar, cylindrical or saddle form.

Further applications of differential geometry to structural
geology are limited only by the imagination of the user. For
example, these tools are ideal for the comparison of laboratory
scaled models to natural folds and for testing theoretical
models of folding. We demonstrate this by analyses of ana-
logue wax models developed by Grujic et al. (2002) and vis-
cous fold models developed in conjunction with Fletcher
(1977, 1991). We point out that descriptions of analogue folds
based on stereographic projections of poles to layers cannot be
used to reconstruct the surface because spatial information has
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been lost. Descriptions based on differential geometry are in-
herently tied to spatial variations. For the viscous fold models
we show that the ratio of cylindrical to non-cylindrical points
may be used to distinguish pure from simple shear loading
conditions. These demonstrations may be downloaded at:
http://pangea.stanford.edu/projects/structural_geology/chapters/
chapter03/index.html.
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